The “Articulation Speech”

	The purpose of this assignment is to have you exercise all the concepts you have been learning throughout the semester with regards to moral sensitivity in a formal speech.  Your assignment is to construct and deliver a speech that adequately explains the views of a group which goes against your own personal views on a topic.  For example, if you harbor a strong “anti-war” sentiment, then you would be responsible for articualting the “pro-war” perspective in the most accurate and fair manner.  Research shows us that many people arrive at decisions about controversial topics before fairly considering opposing arguments.  In addition to the fundamental skills used to determine grades on previous speeches, you will be scored on how accurately and fairly they articulate the opposing perspective.  




	 Guidelines and Requirements:


	The speech must accurately and fairly articulate the perspective on a topic which is opposite your own.

You must consult a minimum of   6  sources, with at least  6    citations during your speech.  
	Must be  _5-6_ minutes in length.
	On the day of your speech you must also turn in the following:

	Typed Outline (2 Copies)

Typed Works Cited Page (1 Copy)
Typed Speech Plan,(1 Copy) which consists of:

Speech Topic Selection analysis
Research analysis with regards to steps taken to acquire Responsible Knowledge,
Style & Delivery  analysis identifying stylistic choices you made and their consequences  

***  Refer to the following page for more details about the Speech Plan





“Speech Plan” Description

	The following questions and descriptions are intended to help you when preparing your “Speech Plan”.  You need to consider and address all the questions listed below in your speech plan.  You may either address these issues seperately by using various headings to identify your responses or in a comprehensive essay format where you discuss all the questions and variables together.  Regardless of which style you choose, your responses should be in paragraph format and use complete sentences.  Don’t forget, I want you to offer examples and thorough explanations of how you employed this tool in the development of your final speech!  Many student do not do this part of this assignment and as a result end up losing a large number of points.


Speech Topic Selection

	In what ways did your own “social location” effect your topic selection?

In what ways did your audience analysis give you insight to determine the usefulness of potential topics?

Research

	What steps did you take to ensure that you acquired responsible knowledge about your topic?

List and discuss the muted and/or marginalized perspectives you uncovered in your  research for this speech.

Style & Delivery

	What emotion(s) would you like your audience to feel?  Remember to consider your persuasive goal.
	What emotion(s) do you NOT want your audience to feel?

How should your  voice sound in order to achieve this?  
	What kind of examples, metaphors, references, stories, analagies, etc. could you use to help achieve this?



